
IMPACT OF GLOBALIZATION ON HEALTH CARE SYSTEM ADVANCEMENT AND HUMAN BEING HEALTH 

A.  

Stavljeni-Rukavina Professional Institute of Research Laboratory Medical Diagnosis, Zagreb Teaching 

Hospital Center, Zagreb University Institution of Medication, Zagreb The problem of the degree to which 

the procedures of globalization influence human health and advancement of health care system has 

been drawing in ever before more attention worldwide. 

 For most of individuals, the term globalization mainly implies general political rights, expanding 

financial liberalization, raised funding turnover, movement of individuals in look for work, further 

development of huge multinational firms, as well as use computer technologies in the establishment of 

overall economic climate connections, and also info as well as knowledge exchange throughout the 

globe. 

 Nonetheless, globalization is greater than pure economic situation;  
Besides political, it will certainly additionally require significant social and social sequences that will 

significantly affect human health and growth of health care systems. The risk of specific infectious 

conditions (HIV), customized ozone make-up, way of living changes, raised trans-border dietary 

transmission of conditions (BSE), spread of drug resistance (anti-biotics, tuberculostatics), and so on 

need limited worldwide cooperation in the field of legal stipulations targeting at universal human health 

care understanding no borders.  

The preferable and favorable adjustments brought by globalization in the fields of expertise, getting 

expert skills and also general education of medical occupations lead in the direction of a general motion 

of expert flexibility in healthcare worldwide.  

As a result, the spatial dimension of globalization implies a challenge to health and wellness careers to 

end up being energetic throughout the globe rather than within the nationwide wellness system alone. 

The temporal measurement of globalization requires continuous modification of healthcare activities 

and institutional alterations that will correspond to the technologic advances of the time.  

Technologic developments subsequently stimulate constant education and obtaining new skills in the 

profession, organization as well as management of healthcare systems. 

 Just how the beneficial and negative influences of globalization on the individual in a healthcare system 

are perceived, refers our thinking as well as experiencing these changes. The computer system and also 

interaction technologies have allowed a worldwide network to exchange as well as share concepts and 

also knowledge, which then results in fast alterations in illness monitoring as well as avoidance. 

 The possible favorable effects in this very segment are recognized as essential for human 

health as a whole.  
The establishment of databases, concepts of Great Medical Method, telemedicine, use of cutting-edge 

innovations, virtual establishments for education and learning as well as treatment, as well as education 

and learning of the general population on health and wellness as well as disease are only a part of the 

cognitive dimension of international health.  



The criticism accompanying the processes of globalization describes be afraid that they might enhance 

the existing injustice in the availability of the beneficial effects such as unique modern technologies as 

well as drug, and also the predominance of the abundant over the inadequate areas of the globe; as well 

as whether they will favor an ever before greater influence of the key international establishments on 

developing health and wellness plan, healthcare as well as environmental management.  

All these concerns at the same time existing a new challenge for health professions to use the beneficial 

impacts of the general understanding and science to develop an approach for promo of both specific 

and community health around the world. 

ROLES OF FUNCTIONAL GENOMICS IN ONCOLOGY K.  

Paveli Rudjer Boškovi Institute, Zagreb Current years have been noted by a remarkable impact of a new 

conceptual technique to massscale, quick and also international analysis techniques in biomedicine 

which will definitely bring significant changes in our everyday medical practice. This method called 

useful genomics stands for an essential change in scientific approach: from hypothesis-driven research 

study to discovery-based formulation and also subsequent testing of the hypothesis.  

Functional genomics consists of 3 scientific disciplines: transcriptomics, proteomics and 

bioinformatics.  

One of the most essential uses of transcriptomics (DNA-microarrays) is to research adjustments in gene 

expression that go along with modifications in cell physiology throughout advancement, cell cycle 

development, drug therapy or condition progression. 

 A variety of studies have revealed that related phenotypes are usually reflected in related patterns of 

mobile records, suggesting that the cellular state can be identified and categorized by the gene-

expression pattern.  

This innovation has led to a broad spectrum of applications such as medication target recognition, 

pathway dissection, discovery of gene function and also note of the human genome. In cancer cells 

research study, there are two groups of proteomics: expression proteomics and also functional 

proteomics.  

1. Expression proteomics aids look at the proteins that are differently shown in an offered tissue, 

body liquid or product.  

2. This holds promise for determining illness pens important in early detection/diag-nosis, and in 

checking healing effectiveness, leading eventually to the layout of novel 'smart drugs'.  

3. Useful proteomics aids establish exactly how healthy proteins connect in the living system and 

also just how living cells respond to different signals. 

 Functional proteomics will most certainly boost our understanding of the biology of cancer cells. The 

writer will specify and also discuss the complying with subjects in the light of functional genomics: 

presymptomatic medical diagnosis, prognostic validation, growth category, and also identification of 

geneexpression and protein-based disease-specific targets. MICROTECHNOLOGY AND ALSO 

NANOTECHNOLOGY: IMPACT ON CLINICAL LAB TESTING L.  

Kricka University of Pennsylvania Medical Center, PA, U.S.A. Microchip modern technology (microfluidic 

chips, biochips, bioelectronic chips), microarray technology (protein, peptide, oligosaccharide, 



oligonucleotide as well as cDNA chips) and also nanotechnology (nanotubes, nanoparticles) are among 

one of the most active locations of research and development in the bioanalytical scientific researches. 

They are allowing quick and streamlined assays (e.g., supposed 'lab-on-achip' devices), high-throughput 

simultaneous multi-analyte screening, as well as use a path to a lot more innovative as well as easier-to-

use mobile logical gadgets that could be utilized at the point-of-care or even become individual 

laboratories.  

Their complete impact on professional lab screening is yet to be recognized, but it is 

feasible to glance the benefits that they will supply in the future.  
The most interesting type of screening that they will certainly make it possible for is likely to arise from 

the present intense as well as widespread examinations of the human genome, proteome, as well as 

interactosome. 

 Currently, some microchip gadgets, such as capillary electrophoresis chips, protein and DNA 

microarrays, and patchclamp chips, have actually been advertised. Nanosized tools are still a remote 

possibility for the regular lab, however nano-sized fragments of silver and gold have actually been in 

usage for a variety of years as tags in binding assays. 

 One type of test-ing that may eventually be allowed by a combination of micro- and also nano-

technology is cell-basedtesting.  

Shrinking analyzers nearer to the dimension ofcells have currently been revealed to be beneficial, asin 

the current patch-clamp chips for ion-channelassays on solitary cells, as well as in various 

microelectrode gadgets for cell adjustment as well as isolation. 

The wide success of microchips in various study applications (e.g., healthy protein evaluation,hereditary 

tests, cell selection, immunoassay, sampleshipment in mass spooky evaluation) supplies a.solid 

motivation to advancement of these types of.gadgets for usage in regular research laboratories, and 

this.talk will explore exactly how nano- as well as microtechnology.will certainly affect the scientific 

laboratory.Email: kricka@mail.med.upenn.edu. 


